. It was this source which suggested to Henry Briggs the choice of every hundredth of a degree as the unit in the preparation of his wonderful "sine canon";2 see RMT 79.
Late in the eighteenth century the centesimal division of the quadrant was definitely in the thought of scholars then in Berlin and especially of Johann Carl Schulze (1749-1790), author of Neue und erweiterte Sammlung logarithmischer, trigonometrischer und anderer zum Gebrauch der Mathematik unentbehrlicher Tafeln [also French t.p.], Berlin, 2v., 1778. He had studied under J. H. Lambert (1728 Lambert ( -1778 and became a member of the Academy of Sciences at Berlin, in which Lagrange (following Euler) was director of its mathematical section for a score of years before he moved to Paris in 1787. In the preface of the first volume of his Tafeln, and also in his work of 1783 (referred to by Mehmke in his splendidly documented report3) Schulze appears to have made ready for the press a manuscript of a seven-place table of natural trigonometric functions and of their logarithms for every thousandth of a sexagesimal degree. Since Lagrange expressed the opinion that a table for arguments involving the centesimal division of the quadrant (into grades) would be more desirable, Schulze gave up the plan of publishing his table and promoted the calculation of the type suggested by Lagrange. A substantial table of this type did finally appear in Berlin, nearly a decade after Schulze's death. This was (1) . Johann Philipp Hobert (1759-1826) and Christian Ludwig Ideler , Neue trigonometrische Tafeln für die Decimaleintheilung des Quadranten, Berlin, 1799, lxxii, 353 p. 11.7X20.5 cm.
On p. 1-309 is a table of sines, cosines, tangents, cotangents, and of their logarithms for every 10" to 3", and then for each V to 50s, to 7D, with differences. On p. 313-315 are tables to 10D, with differences, of natural sines and tangents for 0"(l")r(l,)l". Of this volume Delambre has well written, "Cet ouvrage m'a paru d'une correction et d'une exactitude rares." In (2). Astronomisches Jahrbuch für das Jahr 1798, Berlin, 1795, J. E. Bode published an unimportant table for these same 8 functions, for each half grade ( = 27') to 7D. An earlier table in the centesimal division served Hobert and Ideler as a valuable check on their computation. But before considering this we shall refer to another matter which contributed to the persistence of centesimal tables to the present day.
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28S; (b) log sin a, to 14D, with 8 orders of differences, for varying values of a throughout the quadrant.
An arrangement was made for the publication of a stereotype folio volume of these tables, to contain 1200 p. exclusive of the introduction.
The one hundred plates made seem to have included all the table of natural sines; but financial difficulties prevented the continuation of the undertaking. De Morgan tells us that "a distinguished member of the Board of Longitude, London, was instructed by our Government to propose to the Board of Longitude of Paris to print an abridgement of these tables, at the joint expense of the two countries. £5000 was named as the sum which our Government was willing to advance for this purpose; but the proposal was declined." Note the French statement in Nouv. Ann.4, "II y a eu des negotiations ä ce sujet avec le gouvernement anglais qui n'aboutirent pas." The first printed table for the centesimal division of the quadrant was in that remarkable collection of tables of (4) . Jean Francois Callet (1744-1799), Tables Portatives de Logarithmes,  first stereotyped In this large volume there is one table (50 p.) containing the logarithms of the sine, cosine and tangent, for [0t,(P)50t/; 7D], with differences. This is followed by a table (10 p.) of the natural sines and cosines, to 15D, and of their logarithms, to 14D, for every 10\ For the first of these tables (1) . Hobert and Ideler list {I.e., p. 348-349) 375 seventh-place unit errors, and one other error. (5). Borda and Delambre list (p. 120) one error in this table and four in the second; a fifth listed error was not an error in the Brown University copy. All of these errors were already corrected in the (4A). 1821 tirage of Callet's tables.
We come next to an excellent volume issued from "LTmprimerie de la
Republique."
(5) . Tables Trigonometriques Decimates ou Table des The table in which we are interested is a seven-place logarithm table of all six of the trigonometric functions from 0" to 3" for every 10" (with full proportional parts for every second) and thence for every 1\ with full proportional parts for every 10". Delambre tells us (p. 39) that these were the first tables for the centesimal division of the quadrant that were ever made, since Borda had already finished the manuscript in 1792. He tells us also that Callet (1795) used Borda's manuscript as well as the Tables du Cadastre in preparing  his tables. Since Hobert and Ideler had also used Callet we thus have three  tables materially indebted to the Tables du Cadastres, with We shall next refer to the great fundamental tables of the trigonometric functions, both logarithmic and natural, by Marie Henri Andoyer . These will probably be the basis, direct or indirect, of all other similar tables of value for a century to come. The first is entitled (10) . Nouvelles Tables Trigonomitriques  Fondamentales  (Logarithmes) , Paris, Hermann, 1911, 21 .8X29 cm. p. 5-115) gives the values of the natural sines, cosines, tangents, cotangents, for every V of the quadrant, to 5D, as well as cotangents for [0»(1")0"15X10")3"; 5D], with p.p. Table I gives (p. 1-44) the values of cosecant and cotangent for 0<,(10")10'', to 5 or 6 S, with p.p.; also the values of w° ■ cot w and W ■ esc w for w = 0" • 000 -2"000; whence, for example, esc w = w esc w/w. In Table II (p. 45-145 ) the values of all of the circular functions are given for every centesimal minute, with p.p.
In October 1938 Mr. Peters reported to Mr. Comrie that he had (16). seven and (17). eight-place tables of the trigonometric functions for every 0.001", and a (18). ten-place table for every 0.01". Thus tables with centesimal division7 of the quadrant are regarded as of importance even in recent times in Germany, especially for dealing with problems of surveying and ballistics.
A great work of science in which the centesimal division of the quadrant and day is used, is Laplace's Mecanique CiUste (5 v., Paris, 1799 Paris, -1825 (20). 8000 cards of a table of the 6 natural trigonometric functions as well as of j tangent and j cotangent, for every tenth of a mil, to 5D, throughout the quadrant. About a year ago this table was being expanded to include the logarithms of the sine, cosine, and tangent, for the same range.
A reference may be given to R. S. Burington, "The mil as an angular unit and its importance to the army," Amer. Math. Mo., v. 48, 1941, p. 188-189 . Dl. Gones. The type of trigonometric tables here to be considered is chiefly represented by a large work of the Mexican engineer and geographer, Joaquin de Mendizäbal Tamborrel (1856 -1926 . In his choice of the circumferences as the unit (a gone) he followed Villarceau,8 and divided this into a million parts. The terms decigone, centigone, miligone, . . . microgone were applied to angles 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000, • • • , 1/1000000 of a gone; thus 1 microgone = 1 ".296.
1 gone = 100 cir= 1000000 microgones = 400" = 360°. The At the foot of pages 1-59 of logarithms of numbers, are given the values of S and T for the first 12500 microgones, i.e., to 4°30', to 8D. Beginning with page 60 each page corresponds to a miligone; the logarithms of sines and tangents are on the left-hand pages and the logarithms of cosines and cotangents, for the same range, on the opposite right-hand pages. The values are given in (a) a single entry table for [0(10)125000; 8D]; (b) a double-entry table for every microgone, 0 to 25000, to 8D; 25000 to 125000, to 7D. P.p. are given from 12000 on. Suitable headings at the top and bottom of each page lead to results for any number of microgones in the circumference. These remarkable tables were mainly the result of original 10-place calculations completed in 1888. Only the logarithms of the numbers 1-1200 were taken from Callet's Table and those of the numbers 100,000 to 108,000 from Schrön's. (The statement of the Fortschritte review in this connection is incorrect.) They were checked against the manuscript (3). Tables du Cadastre and the printed volume (1891) of the Service Geographique de l'Armee. The following table published by the same author a few years later is hardly worth a reference:
(22) . "Tables numeriques d'apres la division decimale de la circonference et du jour," Sociedad Cientffica "Antonio Alzate," Memorias, Mexico, v. 13, nos. 7-8, 1903 , math, suppl., 12 p. 16X21.7 cm. Table II (p. 4-9) gives the values of the circular and hyperbolic functions (sin or tanh, esc or coth, tan or sinh, cot or csch, sec or cosh, cos or sech) to 4D, for the range 0(.25)250, each unit being 1000 microgones. Briggs notes that this table may then be extended to each 0.125 of a unit, and then to each 0.025, each 0.005, and to each 0.001. The methods of Briggs were also used by Sang (see R. So. Edinb., Proc, v. 9, p. 345-347).
A later table with arguments in this unit is the quite unimportant one of (24) . Joseph Charles Francois Rey-Pailhade (1850-), " Table des logarithmes ä quatres decimals de toutes les lignes trigonometriques dans la division decimale du cercle entier," Societe Geographique de Toulouse, Bull., v. 19, 1900, p. 94-103. 13 .5X21.4 cm. Also issued as a pamphlet, Paris, 1900, 12 p.
To this author is due the name Cir (1/100 of the circumference = 10 miligones). The table is for each of the circular functions for every tenth of a cir in the quadrant; and also for log(s,in x/x) and log(tan x/x) for £ = 0.0(0.1)2.5. Since 100 cirs and a gone are identical, all of the entries (except those for log cosec and log sec) are given much more extensively in no. (21 Two large folio pages are devoted to each of the 24 hours of the day; on one page is log sin for each 10s of 60™, to 5D, and on the opposite page is log cos. It is thus an "eight-fold repetition of one Versine 2=1 -cos t = 2 sin2(//2); haversine / = sin2(//2). The first table (p. 2-145) is for twelve hours and gives log haversine for every time second, 5m on each page, to 5D, with differences and p.p. Corresponding to each time second, the angular argument is also given. In the table of natural haversines (p. 148-327) the argument is for each 10" (with corresponding time arguments) from 0° to 180° (12 hours) We began this section by listing a very unworthy publication, no. (25), of the Greenwich Observatory, but approach the section's conclusion with an account of a high-class work of importance prepared by H. M. Nautical Almanac Office. This is 
17.3X26.2 cm.
In December 1938 the Astronomer Royal wrote as follows: "The preparation of these tables was commenced and completed under the direction of Dr. L. J. Comrie, late Superintendent, about twelve years ago, but it was not until 1932 that the final copy for the main table was prepared for the printer and approval for publication obtained. During this period manuscript tables, or rather tables printed by the adding machine that makes the final copy, have been in continual use in the Nautical Almanac Office; the table of tangents has proved invaluable in the formation of the right ascensions of Sun, Moon and planets."
The tables give the seven-figure natural values of the sine, cosine, tangent, and cotangent (p. 11-101) for every second of time in the quadrant, arranged semiquadrantally, with an auxiliary table (p. 7-10) of the function x" cot x', to 3D or 8S, for every second to 30m. The tables are intended for use with a calculating machine, and certain methods of direct and inverse interpolation can be used. The original 10D values were calculated with the aid of Andoyer's Nouvelles Tables TrigonomCtrique Fondamentales (Valeurs Naturelles) (v. [1] [2] , and Brandenburg's Siebenstellige Trigonometrische Tafel (second ed., 1931). In proof-reading checking was also done with no. (31).
In 1898 Henri de Sarrauton10 proposed that the circumference be divided into 240 degrees, each hour being then divided into 101, and each degree into 10m, each minute into 10 seconds, each second into thirds, etc. We are informed that M.Lebesgue, "eminent mathematician of Brussels," and his collaborator, M. Maurice Mery, actually calculated (35). Tables des Fonctions Circulaires de la Division en 240d. I have not found that this ms. was ever published, nor can I identify M. Lebesgue.
Except for nos. (8) , and (8C) in Library of Congress, and for certain items marked with "o," all printed tables mentioned in this article are (either in their original, filmed, or photostat form), in the library of Brown University. Originals of nos. (13), (25), and (29) are in the library of Harvard University, and of no. (33) in the U. S. Naval Observatory. I used a copy of no. (12) be-
